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The category faces a
growing need to reaffirm
its relevance to
needstates beyond
offering comfort, as it
looks ahead beyond the
income squeeze.

Tea And Other Hot Drinks - UK - 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of the rising cost of living on the tea
and other hot drinks market, including trading
down within the category
• Key trends in recent launch activity and future
opportunities
• Usage of tea and other drinks by type,
including key demographics
• Choice factors when buying tea, including the
importance of familiar brands and health benefits
• Consumer behaviours and attitudes related to tea and other hot drinks. This includes
opportunities for both less-sweet and added-health hot chocolate, and cold tea

Overview

The income squeeze has prompted trading down in the market, but also made tea and hot
chocolate's comforting connotations particularly pertinent. As consumer confidence improves,
there is a growing need for the category to remind consumers of its relevance to other
needstates beyond comfort.

Current younger generations are less engaged with tea than older ones, with lower usage
outside mornings and a higher tendency to see tea as a cold weather drink. This leaves the
tea category increasingly vulnerable to competition from other drinks in the long term and
dials up the need to explore relevant health benefits and formats.
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Untapped opportunities abound in better-for-you hot chocolate, with a sizeable interest in
variants with health benefits and relaxing ingredients. Cold tea-based drinks hold potential
for combatting tea's reliance on weather, while its image as an affordable gift holds further
potential, particularly in the short term.
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Report Content

Key issues covered in this report

• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the tea and other hot drinks market

• Better-for-you chocolate holds untapped potential

• Cold tea-based drinks offer scope to engage the young

• Affordable gifting offers further opportunities for tea

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five-year outlook for tea and other hot drinks

• Inflation fuels value growth in 2023

- Graph 1: tea value sales in retail, by segment, 2021-23

• Inflation fuels value growth in 2023, with the fruit/herbal segment outperforming

• Rising prices will keep total value sales from falling

• Own-label tea's value proposition proves compelling in 2022/23

- Graph 2: leading brands’ value sales in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Interest in emotional and physical health supports tea

What consumers want and why

• Standard black tea remains the nation's top tea choice

- Graph 3: frequency of drinking of tea and other hot drinks, by type, 2023

• Four in five drink tea in the morning

- Graph 4: Occasions for drinking tea, 2023

• Tried and tested brands lead in tea choice

- Graph 5: choice factors for buying tea, 2023

• Opportunities for better-for-you and less-sweet hot chocolate

- Graph 6: concepts of interest in tea and other hot drinks, 2023

• Connotations with cold weather dampen tea usage

- Graph 7: behaviours related to tea, 2023

• Affordable gift image holds further potential for tea

- Graph 8: attitudes towards tea and other hot drinks, 2023

Innovation and marketing

• Tea launches continue to mine functional claims
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- Graph 9: tea and malt & other hot beverages launches, by functional claims, 2018-23

• Stress/sleep and biodegradable launches abound

• Twinings calls out ayurveda. Biodegradable claims feature prominently

• Hot chocolate launches target evenings in and gifting

• Top four players dominate adspend

- Graph 10: total above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on tea and other hot drinks, by

leading advertisers, 2019-23*

MARKET DYNAMICS

Market size

• Inflation fuels value growth in 2023

- Graph 11: retail market size for tea and other hot drinks, 2018-23

Market forecast

• The long-term downward volume trend is expected to continue

• Improving real incomes will bring challenges and opportunities

• Despite volume declines, rising prices will keep overall value sales from falling

• Learnings from the 2011-14 income squeeze

- Graph 12: annual growth in value and volume retail sales of tea and other hot drinks, 2008-12

Market segmentation

• Ordinary tea continues to dominate but loses share in 2023

- Graph 13: retail value sales of tea, by segment, 2021-23

• Inflation fuels value growth for hot chocolate in 2023

- Graph 14: retail value sales of hot chocolate and malted drinks, by segment, 2021-23

Market share

• Own-label tea's value proposition proves compelling in 2022/23

- Graph 15: Leading brands’ value sales in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Yorkshire Tea retains top position. Pukka and Teapigs outperform the market.

• Cadbury extends its lead in hot chocolate

- Graph 16: leading brands' value sales of hot chocolate, 2020/21-2022/23

• Ovaltine and Horlicks remain neck and neck in malted drinks

- Graph 17: leading brands’ value sales in the retail malted drinks market, 2020/21-2022/23

Macro-economic factors

• The UK has avoided recession, but economic output has stagnated since the cost of living crisis began

- Graph 18: GDP, 2021-23

• Inflation is still the key factor affecting consumers' finances
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- Graph 19: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23

• Interest rates will rise in importance over the remainder of 2023 and into 2024

• Tea and cocoa have faced steep inflation

- Graph 20: CPI for coffee, tea, cocoa and non-alcoholic beverages, January 2022-September 2023

• Consumer sentiment: The recovery has begun...

- Graph 21: the financial wellbeing index, 2016-23

• ...and people feel more confident about their financial prospects

- Graph 22: the financial confidence index, 2016-23

Social, environmental and legal factors

• Widespread stress boosts tea's appeal as comforting

• Caffeine concerns prompt many to limit their tea intake

• Herbal teas and hot malted drinks focus on sleep benefits

• Alcohol moderation opens up new occasions for tea

- Graph 23: alcohol usage and reduction, 2019-23

• Strong consumer interest in healthy eating favours tea

- Graph 24: how often people try to eat healthily, 2018-22

• Mood boost image and evenings in support hot chocolate

• Tea workers' welfare makes headlines

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Tea and other hot drinks drinking habits

• Standard black tea remains the nation's top tea choice

- Graph 25: frequency of drinking of tea and other hot drinks, by type, 2023

• Most standard black tea drinkers also drink other teas

- Graph 26: usage of other tea types among standard black tea drinkers, 2023

• Specialty teas are engaging younger generations

- Graph 27: drinking of tea and other hot drinks, by type, by generation, 2023

• Leading players' efforts to widen the range of teas offered are needed

Occasions for drinking tea

• Four in five drink tea in the morning

- Graph 28: occasions for drinking tea, 2023

• Caffeine concerns go some way to limit tea usage later in the day

• Tea struggles to engage younger generations during the day

- Graph 29: tea drinking occasions, by generation, 2023

• A focus on focus holds potential for tea

• Recent launches look to herbs and mushrooms to link with focus
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Choice factors for tea

• Tried and tested brands drive tea choice

- Graph 30: choice factors for buying tea, 2023

• Pressures on household incomes shift priorities

- Graph 31: a brand bought before and low price as choice factors when buying tea, by financial health, 2023

• Younger groups are more drawn to health benefits

- Graph 32: selected choice factors for buying tea, by age, 2023

• Sleep, focus, relaxation and skin health can engage the young

Concepts of interest in tea and other hot drinks

• Concepts of interest in and attitudes towards hot chocolate

- Graph 33: concepts of interest in tea and other hot drinks, 2023

• Concepts of interest in and attitudes towards hot chocolate

• Strong interest in hot chocolate with added health benefits

• There is untapped potential for better-for-you hot chocolate

• Lean into the chocolate protein drink trend

• One in three interested in relaxing hot chocolate

- Graph 34: Interest in trying hot chocolate with relaxing ingredients, among selected groups, 2023

• International launches explore herbal ingredients and mushrooms

• Less-sweet hot chocolate holds potential

• Opportunities for hot chocolate to tap dark chocolate trends

• Scope to call out no sugar, "not too sweet" and cocoa content

• Hot chocolate with spice flavours interests one in five

Behaviours related to tea

• Connotations with cold weather dampen tea usage

- Graph 35: behaviours related to tea, 2023

• Cold tea-based drinks offer scope to engage the young

• Tea looks set to become increasingly reliant on cold weather

- Graph 36: drinking tea more often in cold weather and interest in recipes for cold tea-based drinks, by age, 2023

• Opportunities in cold tea-based drinks

• Strong potential for cold tea drinks to engage the young

• Cold infusion teas lack momentum

• Put cold drink recipe suggestions in shoppers' paths

• Explore iced tea to engage the young

- Graph 37: "iced tea from a brand that I like", by age, 2023

• Iced teas hold potential but also pose competition
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Attitudes towards tea and other hot drinks

• Affordable gift image holds further potential for tea

- Graph 38: attitudes towards tea and other hot drinks, 2023

• Tea lags behind overall food/drink on gift image...

- Graph 39: top factors influencing choice when buying food/drink as a gift, 2022

• ...but enjoys more positive views among the young

• Gifting can tap interest in advice

- Graph 40: agreement that tea is a good choice for an affordable gift, by age, 2023

• Packaging offers scope for tea to lean into gifting

• An enduring role for variety packs

• 'Build-your-own' gifts appeal

INNOVATION AND MARKETING TRENDS

Launch activity and innovation

• Tea launches continue to mine functional claims

- Graph 41: tea and malt & other hot beverages launches, by functional claims, 2018-23

• Prevalence of herbal teas' functional claims prompts fortification

• Functional NPD continues to attract attention, exploring new benefits

• Twinings looks to stand out with hormonal health and Ayurveda

• Ethical and environmental on-pack messaging gains share

- Graph 42: tea and malt & other hot beverages launches, by ethical claims, 2018-23

• Recycling labels gain, compostable leaps forward in launches

• Spotlight on communication around biodegradability

• Steps to reduce plastic packaging continue

• Ethical claims linked to people feature on nearly half of launches

• M&amp;S invites consumers to 'look behind the label'

• PG Tips relaunches in 2023

• Black tea continues to explore fruit flavours

• More treat flavours in tea NPD...

• ...ranging from biscuits to sweets

• A handful of bubble tea kits launch in retail

• Malt and other hot drinks gain share of launches in 2022

- Graph 43: launches of teas and other hot drinks, by subcategory, 2020-23*

• Launches target opportunities arising from income squeeze

• Recent launches explore alternative formats and evenings in
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Advertising and marketing activity

• Top four players dominate adspend

- Graph 44: total above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on tea and other hot drinks, by

leading advertisers, 2019-23*

• Yorkshire Tea continues to enjoy highest adspend

- Graph 45: total above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on tea and other hot drinks, by

leading brands, 2019-23*

• Yorkshire Tea goes from Patrick Stewart to 'Alfie from Skipton'

• Yorkshire aims for an earworm

• Clipper focuses on flavour, Tetley spotlights tea moments

• Pukka and Twinings focus on calm and relaxation

• Twinings supports its Superblends with 'Alive in Every Drop'

• PG Tips' 2022 campaign centres on biodegradable teabags

BRAND RESEARCH

• Leading tea brands enjoy strong awareness but low current usage

• Minority see leading tea brands as offering good value

- Graph 46: attitudes, by brand, 2023

• Leading tea brands' ethical image is unchanged against 2022

- Graph 47: brand personality – macro image, 2023

• Leading brands' refreshing connotations wane among the young

- Graph 48: brand personality – micro image, 2023

APPENDIX

Supplementary data – market segmentation

• Tea sales by segment, value

• Tea sales by segment, volume

• Hot chocolate and malted drinks sales by segment, value and volume

• Leading brands’ value sales and shares in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Leading brands’ value sales and shares in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23 (continued)

• Leading brands’ value sales and shares in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23 (continued)

• Leading brands’ volume sales and shares in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Leading brands’ volume sales and shares in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23 (continued)

• Leading brands’ volume sales and shares in the tea retail market, 2020/21-2022/23 (continued)

• Leading brands’ value sales and shares in the retail hot chocolate market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Leading brands’ volume sales and shares in the retail hot chocolate market, 2020/21-2022/23
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• Leading brand owners’ value sales and shares in the retail hot chocolate market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Leading brand owners’ volume sales and shares in the retail hot chocolate market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Leading brands’ value and volume sales and shares in the retail malted drinks market, 2020/21-2022/23

• Leading brand owners’ volume sales and shares in the retail malted drinks market, 2020/21-2022/23

• New product launches in the tea market, by functional claim

Market forecast data and methodology

• Market size and forecast – value

• Market size and forecast – volume

• Market forecast and prediction intervals (value)

• Market forecast and prediction intervals (volume)

• Forecast methodology

Report scope and definitions

• Market definition

• Market definition [continued]

• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

• Consumer research methodology

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a UK licensed market
survey agent (see Research Methodology Europe
for more information).
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